
The Seven Life Muscle Approach
STEP THREE
The Overview

know how to give the teacher what they want 
to pass the class and yet don’t know how to 
handle conflict in their work relationships. Do 
they know what their life purpose is or why 
they were created?  The answer to these 
questions greatly impacts our core values 
and the direction of our relationships and life.

The Seven Life-Muscles must first begin 
with The Core Muscles and then overflow 

to The Practical Muscles.  

I have learned the importance physically 
after having 12 babies how essential a strong 
core is.  It affects all the rest of your body.  
Without a strong core, you can hardly tie 
your shoes let alone survive the back pain 
from your muscles and bones being out of 
alignment.  The Core Muscles of The 7LM 
Approach work much in the same way. In 
fact, one could say that if you strengthen and 
build the core muscles, the other muscles 
will often naturally follow.  

We will be looking at each muscle individually 
but here’s a quick overview. There are three 
muscles which consist of The Core:  The 
Right (or Righteous) Muscle, the Role Muscle 
and the Relational Muscle.  Together, these 
strengthen and equip you for the Journey of 
Real Life.  While the other muscles are so very 
important, these muscles are vital.  The Core 
Muscles are unique in that they are hidden 
within the heart of the individual.  It is hard 
to display, brag or showcase the strength 
of these muscles.  For this very reason, the 
world simply does not spend much time and 
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REFLECT 
So, what are The Seven Life-Muscles and 
how do I build them?

When we began looking at our core values and 
how we wanted to raise our children, when looking 
to the ways of this world, it became clear that there 
were very few adults that seemed to be living a 
healthy, well-balanced life.  Oh, there were many 
that focused on their body and healthy living, 
which is certainly not a bad thing.  God desires that 
we take care of this temple, our body, as clearly it 
is the vessel in which we can live the unveiled life.  
(more on that to come) But there were also many 
that seemed to have their life out of balance. Having 
one really big focus or muscle while neglecting to 
attend to other essential elements in life. 

For example, many individuals can ace a college 
exam and yet fail at being a good friend.  They may 
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effort building these muscles.  If they can succeed 
with the practical muscles, these muscles are 
seen as useless.  In fact, they love to turn the order 
in which you build the muscles upside down.  But 
the 7LM approach spends great time and effort 
building these core muscles.  If we know how to 
be right with God, live with freedom in our various 
roles and connect relationally, we have a strong 
core to then focus on the practical muscles.

The Practical Muscles consist of: The Life-
Purpose Muscle, Life-Skill Muscle, Learning (or 
Academic) Muscle and the Leisure (or Resting) 
Muscle. When we are in a place where our heart 
is right with God and others, we can begin to look 
at our individual God-given purpose, the needed 
skills to carry out that purpose, the learning 
needed to succeed in our purpose and how to 
balance rest and relationship instead of losing it 
all to overworking our heart, body, mind and soul.  

As you can see, the way of the world values the 
Leisure Muscle above all others.  In fact, many 
simply live for the weekends.  While this can be 
fun and leave some memories, it is short lived and 
shallow when not in line with a greater purpose.  
They strengthen the academic muscle to get the 
highest paying job with the least amount of work 
for the greatest leisure time.  The skills needed for 
his job are learned as a means to an end instead of 
for our God-given purpose.  The purpose in life is 
limited to how far we can succeed at life pursuing 
the American dream.  This all makes sense when 

REFRESH
There is great joy, hope and peace as we align 
our life to what He values.  As we build our 
lives according to His ways, we have greater 
joy even in the mundane every day things. 
We have a purpose to our every moment 
here on earth.  And we can use all of living 
and learning for a purpose so much greater 
than just reaching success according to the 
American Dream.  We’ll be looking at each 
muscle and how we can strengthen it in our 
life in the next step as well as influence our 
loved ones to find the same purpose in life.  

you don’t align your life according to what 
God values.  His ways are counter-intuitive 
to the ways of man.  He asks us to pursue a 
relationship with Him first, then thrive within 
the role He has placed us in as we value 
relationships above riches.  He gives us a life-
purpose that brings great joy to life here on 
earth.  Skills and academics are needed as 
we pursue the purpose that God has called 
us to.  And then He gifts us balance and rest 
to truly treasure the Journey of Life.  
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